SlotZilla Fact Sheet
LOCATION:

Fremont Street Experience
425 Fremont Street, Suite 160
Las Vegas, NV 89101

WEBSITE:

vegasexperience.com/slotzilla-zip-line

OPENING DATE:

Lower Zipline opened April 27, 2014
Upper Zoomline opened Aug. 31, 2014

HOURS:

Sunday – Thursday from 1 p.m. – 1 a.m.
Friday – Saturday from 1 p.m. – 2 a.m.

OVERVIEW:

The world’s most successful zipline attraction, SlotZilla features an 850-foot Zipline and
1,750-foot Zoomline, which launches riders from a 12-story slot-machine-themed
platform to fly under the iconic Viva Vision canopy. Owned and operated by Fremont
Street Experience, the urban zipline attraction in downtown Las Vegas has flown more
than one million people since its debut on April 27, 2014, and celebrated its millionth
flyer on Sept. 28, 2016.

ATTRACTION FEATURES:

Lower Zipline
Flyers take off 77 feet above the ground from the lower tier of the 12-story SlotZilla
tower. Harnessed in a sitting position, guests glide on an 850-foot flight – half the length
of Fremont Street Experience – to a platform landing located between Four Queens
Hotel and Casino and Fremont Hotel & Casino.
Upper Zoomline
Flyers launch from 114 feet up and soar at 40 miles per hour in a horizontal “Superman”
position 1,750 feet across the entire length of Fremont Street Experience before landing
on a platform in front of Golden Gate Hotel and Casino.

PURCHASE:

Flights can be purchased at the SlotZilla box office, located next to the SlotZilla takeoff
tower on Fremont Street between 4th Street and Las Vegas Boulevard, by calling 844947-8342 or visiting vegasexperience.com. For groups of 20 or more, advance group
sales and discounts are available by calling 702-678-5782 or contacting info@dtzip.com.

PRICE:

Before 6 p.m.
Lower Zipline – $20
Upper Zoomline – $40
After 6 p.m.
Lower Zipline – $25
Upper Zoomline – $45

RESTRICTIONS:

Lower Zipline
Height restrictions: 6’8” maximum
Weight restrictions: must weigh between 50 and 300 pounds
Age restrictions: guests under the age of 13 must be accompanied by a flyer at least 13
or older.
Upper Zoomline
Height restriction: 6’8” maximum
Weight restrictions: must weigh between 80 and 300 pounds
Age restrictions: guests under the age of 13 must be accompanied by a flyer at least 13
or older.
Guests should not ride if they have any of the following conditions or health concerns:
recent surgery or illness, heart conditions, neck, back, or bone ailments, pregnancy, high
blood pressure or aneurysms, or are under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
SlotZilla reserves the right to make the final determination regarding eligibility of a guest
to ride based on the guest’s size, weight, height or other limitations.

PHOTOS:

Concession souvenir photos are available at the SlotZilla box office, located at the lower
level of each landing platform.

SOCIAL MEDIA:

Facebook.com/SlotZillaLasVegas
Twitter.com/SlotZillaLV

About Fremont Street Experience
Fremont Street Experience, a six-block entertainment district located in historic downtown Las Vegas, is home to the
original Las Vegas Strip and features an open-air promenade of world-class gaming, dining, entertainment and shopping.
Fremont Street Experience offers free live entertainment on three stages and features Viva Vision, the world’s largest
single video screen – 1,500 feet long, 90 feet wide and suspended 90 feet above the urban pedestrian mall. Viva Vision
features nightly spectacular light and sounds shows with 12.5 million LED lights and a 550,000-watt sound system. The
one-of-a-kind venue is also home to SlotZilla, the world’s most successful zipline attraction featuring an 850-foot Zipline
and 1,750-foot Zoomline, which launches riders from a 12-story slot-machine-themed platform to fly under the iconic
Viva Vision canopy. The destination also houses the newest zombie-themed attraction in Downtown Las Vegas, “Fear
the Walking Dead Survival,” a thrilling walk-through experience, inspired by AMC’s hit tv series “Fear the Walking
Dead™.” With direct pedestrian access to eight of Fremont Street’s world-renowned casino hotels, more than 60
restaurants and specialty retail kiosks, Fremont Street Experience attracts more than 24 million annual visitors. For more
information about Fremont Street Experience, please visit www.vegasexperience.com.
“Like” Fremont Street Experience on Facebook: facebook.com/FSE89101
“Follow” Fremont Street Experience (@FSELV) on Twitter: twitter.com/FSELV
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